Accurate prediction of the dynamic behavior of comb-driven MEMS microscanners is important to optimize the actuator and structure design. In this paper, a numerical and an analytical model for the dynamic analysis of comb-driven microscanners under different excitation schemes are presented. The numerical model is based on a second order nonlinear differential equation. Due to the nature of the torque function, this governing equation of motion is a parametric nonlinear ODE, which exhibits hysteretic frequency domain behavior and subharmonic oscillations. . Experimental results and approximate analytical expressions for this nonlinear torque function of the comb-drive are presented. Amplitude and phase relationship between the excitation signal and the resultant oscillations at different excitation frequencies are measured and we show that they are in close agreement with the numerical simulations. Analytical model uses perturbation methods to reach approximate close-form expressions for the dynamic behavior of the device in the first parametric resonance region. It is also utilized to predict the stability regions on the frequencyexcitation voltage plane, where the device exhibit hysterical characteristics. Analytical and numerical modeling approaches proposed in this paper provides a simple yet powerful way to analyze the nonlinear frequency response of comb-driven actuators and simplify the design process for a microscanner based system.
INTRODUCTION
Comb-driven electrostatic actuation is widely used in various microstructures. Comb structures greatly enhance the net capacitance variation and therefore, high actuation forces can be reached with relatively low drive voltages 1 . Some applications that utilize comb-drive structures include microscanner 2, 3 , mechanical filters 4, 5 , and optical switches 6, 7 .
In-plane motion of a comb drive is governed by a second order constant-coefficient differential equation. The resulting system is a Simple Harmonic Oscillator (SHO). In torsional mode, the motion is out-of-plane. Actuation force is a nonlinear function of angular displacement and time. Therefore, the governing second order differential equation (DE) is no longer a constant coefficient linear DE, but a nonlinear DE with time-varying coefficients. Time varying coefficients in the governing equation lead to time dependant torsional stiffness, and the governing DE defines a parametric system that exhibits hysterical frequency response, generates subharmonic oscillations and has multiple orders of parametric resonances. Parametric oscillation is not a rare phenomenon in engineering, and is investigated in great detail, elsewhere 8, 9 . Turner developed analytical formulas for a comb-driven resonator used for scanning tunneling microscopy 10, 11 , but this is the first time that such an analysis is carried out for a microscanner. We also developed accurate numerical simulations to study the parametric resonances for arbitrary excitation waveforms.
We first discuss the structure and the typical frequency characteristics of the comb-driven microscanners used in this study. The remainder of the paper has three parts where we present our results. In section 3, we propose a numerical model for the device and compare the simulation results with experimental data. In section 4, an analytical solution of the equation of motion near the first parametric resonance is presented. Section 5 presents further experimental data on the frequency response of the device for different excitation waveforms. The last section gives an insight for future work in this area.
DEVICE STRUCTURE AND DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The device that we have investigated in this work is a 1D, single-crystalline silicon comb-actuated microscanner. The structure is consisted of a movable, aluminum covered mirror, a fixed frame and two flexure beams that bind the mirror to the frame. The flexures act as torsional springs that pull the mirror back to its rest position. The mirror is 2mm long, 2mm wide and 30µm thick. The flexure dimensions are 550µm in length, 10µm in width and 30µm in thickness. Both the comb fingers and the gap between the comb fingers are 5µm wide. Comb fingers are placed on both sides of the mirror. Mirror and the frame are electrostatically isolated with isolation trenches, so that different potentials can be applied to the fixed and movable comb fingers. The device was fabricated by Fraunhofer Institute for Photonic Microsystems (IPMS), in Dresden-Germany. More information on the design and fabrication of the device can be found in the related works by Fraunhofer IPMS 2, 12, 13 . Simple sketch of the device and micrograph of the comb fingers are shown below. 12 Biaxial microscanners that produce a 2-D raster pattern with comb-drive actuation are also available. In 2D mirror structure, there is a reflective mirror in the middle, a movable inner frame and a fixed outer frame. Innermost mirror and the movable frame have comb-drives in perpendicular orientation; therefore, the device can manage 2D scanning. Since the actuation mechanism is exactly the same, dynamic characteristics of 1D and 2D scanners are the same. Figure 1 shows the frequency response curves for horizontal and vertical axis of a 2D microscanner. The shape of the response curve is typical for all similar devices. Frequency response is nonlinear and shows hysterical behavior. The path traced on the θ -f curve when frequency is increased quasi-statically from a lover frequency is different than the case, in which the frequency is swept down from a higher frequency. 
SYSTEM MODELING AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Comb-actuated micromirror devices exhibit a hysterical behavior and generate subharmonic oscillations. Such phenomena are typical for nonlinear parametric systems. In order to have a parametric equation of motion for our microscanner, electrical or torsional stiffness of the device should be time dependant. It is known that the general equation of motion for a microscanner can be written as follows 14 :
( Amount of torque produced by the comb actuators as a function of the tilt angle is given as: (2) where, N is the number of fingers on one side of the mirror. M(θ) is proportional to the rate of change of the energy stored in the actuator combs with respect to θ. Change in the stored energy is proportional to the change in the total capacitance of the comb actuators, which is proportional to the overlap area of comb fingers. Overlap area between the finger plates is a piecewise continuous function with three different regions. This also leads, when the fringing effects are ignored, to a piecewise continuous torque function. If the comb fingers on different frames are designed to be coplanar without any vertical offset in between and have the same thickness, the forcing function becomes an even function. If the structure were perfectly symmetrical, oscillations would not start, but there is always some asymmetry due to processing and even small force is sufficient to get the oscillations started. When fringing fields are ignored, the rate of change of total capacitance with tilt angle can be found by expressing the overlap area of the comb fingers as a function of θ. The resultant function is piecewise and can be expressed as: When V(t) is a periodic function, such as a sinusoid, the torque turns out to be a function of both time and angular displacement. Therefore, Eq.1 becomes a nonlinear differential equation with time-varying coefficients. This implies that the resultant system is a parametric oscillator and will exhibit parametric resonances, and subharmonic oscillations.
Numerical simulations are performed using the model above and Matlab © ODE solvers. Figure 3 shows that the behavior of the device when the input frequency is steadily increased or decreased is significantly different. Between the two jump frequencies, there are two stable solutions, and it is the initial conditions that determine which one is the actual solution that the oscillations will converge to. Therefore, for the regions, in which the nonlinear differential equation has two solutions, the simulation converges to the one with lower oscillation amplitude. For decreasing sweep simulations, the initial condition is larger than the maximum scan angle, and the simulation converged to the solution with larger oscillation amplitude. Figure 4 illustrates the excitation and scan waveforms. A photodetector is placed at the center of the scan line and produces a short pulse each time the scanner goes through zero deflection angle. The square excitation waveform is at 2234Hz and the zero crossings of the sinusoidal scan waveform are also at the same frequency. Since two peaks of the diode output correspond to one complete oscillation period, the scan waveform frequency is 1117Hz, half of the excitation frequency. 
ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR 1 ST ORDER PARAMETRIC RESONANCE
A general solution for the equation of motion of the microscanner is difficult to achieve. On the other hand, some reasonable assumptions can be made, in order to get some analytical expressions that will reveal some crucial characteristics of the solution. Assume that the input voltage waveform is the square root of a biased sinusoid function (this way, we can eliminate higher harmonics in the V(t) 2 term in Eq.2). In case of small amplitude oscillations, the torque function in Eq.3 can be simplified as: 
In the above formula, rate of change of total capacitance is approximated with a third order polynomial. The torque function is odd; therefore no even order terms exist. Near the first parametric resonance, oscillation frequency is half of the drive frequency. Using this fact, and the simplified torque expression of Eq.4, Eq.3 can be rewritten for the first parametric resonance region as follows 10 : 
Limits of the bistable region on the β -δ and the map of this region on the voltage-frequency plane are shown in Figure 6 . On figure 6a, the frequency range between the arms of the plot at a certain voltage corresponds to the frequency range between the two jump frequencies on Figure 3 . Analytical model can successfully estimate the peak frequency for the stability region; however, the deviation from the model in higher voltage values is evident. This is because that for at atmospheric pressure, the damping term in Eq.5 is not small enough to be assumed as a perturbation in the system. In vacuum environment, the model is predicted to give much accurate results. Vacuum measurements will be performed as future work. The theoretical plots assume that there is no damping in the system; therefore the minimum points are on the x-axis. However, the experimental data are taken in atmospheric pressure and there is significant air damping in the system (Q factor of the system is only 22). Damping lifts the tongue upwards and smoothes the tip of the stability curve. Analytically, the tip of the curve is found to be at 2242 Hz. The actual value is 2248 Hz, which is in close agreement with the analytical result.
HIGHER ORDER PARAMETRIC RESONANCES
In addition to the first order parametric resonance that we have analyzed so far, parametric systems have more resonances located near 2f r /n, where f r is the mechanical resonance frequency of the system, and n is any positive integer greater than one. As shown in the analytical analysis, as the damping in the system is increased, the threshold voltage required for observing the parametric resonances rises. Due to damping, it is difficult to observe higher order parametric resonances at atmospheric pressure for most MEMS devices. However, the device in this work gives rise to higher order parametric resonances even at atmospheric pressure. Figure 7 shows the experimental frequency response curves for the microscanner with both square and sinusoidal excitation. With square wave excitation, it is possible to observe 8 different orders of parametric resonances, whereas with sinusoidal excitation, number of observable parametric resonances is only two. For square wave input, the response is not a pure sinusoid for high order resonances. Scan wave shows an unusual behavior and changes oscillation frequency and amplitude at each half cycle of the square wave. When excitation is in the OFF state (meaning that force is not present in the system), the system makes free oscillation at its natural resonant frequency, when the excitation is in the ON state, the mirror oscillates at a higher frequency, which can be calculated using the excitation and natural frequencies. Figure 8 shows the experimental results illustrating this behavior. Such behavior is observed in very high order resonances. In Figure 9 simulated waveforms for varying frequency behavior can be seen. 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an analytical and a numerical model for a comb-driven microscanner. The numerical model can be utilized up to 20 degrees of angular displacement (the limit is the validity of small angle approximation) and predicts higher order parametric resonances, as well as the fundamental resonance. The significance of the model is within its ability to simulate high deflection angles, which are common in display and scanning applications. The analytical model is valid for a simplified excitation waveform, small angular displacements, and negligible damping. Analysis in this paper is done for the fundamental resonance; however similar methods can be used to reach approximate analytical solutions for higher order resonances. Analytical results will be extended to higher order resonances in future work. The analytical model cannot predict the instability region of the voltage-frequency curve very accurately. This is primarily, due to the loose satisfaction of the low damping assumption at atmospheric pressure. Vacuum testing of the devices will be carried out as a next step, in order to obtain better agreement between the analytical model and the experimental results.
